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Abstract:
Psychology and literature deal with human people and their relationships, as well
as world views, sorrows, hopes, desires, anxieties, conflicts, techniques, and approaches.
A novel is a long fictitious prose work that includes characteristics such as characterisation,
point of view, storylines, conflicts, and locales, and a modern novel is a kind of writing
that acknowledges and documents changes in all parts of human life. It also discusses how
the human mind and society are changing in terms of behaviour and thinking. We can
witness extensive narrative works of fiction in books that are a little bit of a combination
of reality. In that novel, reality is present, and even if it isn't, psychology is still present.
Keywords: Psychology, conflicts, behaviour, reality.
Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to make a connection between psychology and
literature, especially the novel, or more precisely the modern novel. English literature is
expanding by the second in the modern period. The framework of writing novels has
evolved as a result of modernization, and the languages have also altered with time. From
the beginning to the present, psychology has always been there, whether or not the writer
was aware of it. The present is increasingly important in current fiction. As in a novel, there
are characters, and when the characters of the novel are explained, their behaviour
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is inevitably revealed, and this is where psychology intersects with literature, or more
precisely with current novels. A psychological novel is a work of fiction that lays a greater
emphasis on interior characterisation, as well as the reasons, circumstances, and internal
activity that arises from and develops exterior action.
Relation between Psychology and Modern Novel
According to American Psychological Association “Psychology is the scientific
study of the mind and behaviour” In a nutshell, psychology is the study of human
behaviour, such as how people speak, think, modify their behaviour in response to their
environment, and respond to various events. We name this process of comprehending
human behaviour psychology. We can witness extensive narrative works of fiction in books
that are a little bit of a combination of reality. In that novel, reality is present, and even if
it isn't, psychology is still present. Because in a story, there are characters, and when the
characters of the novel are explained, their behaviour is inevitably revealed, and here is
where psychology intersects with literature, or more precisely with modern novels.
A realistic novel is one that is written today. It addresses all aspects of modern life,
both pleasant and painful, attractive and unappealing, and does not provide a one-sided
perspective on existence. Regardless of ethical or ideological concerns, life is described
with detached accuracy. The poor's grief, their sadness and sorrow, as well as the good in
them, their sense of societal harmony, their emotion and sympathy, are all conveyed
persuasively.
Modern American literature includes fiction, poetry, and theatre from the twentieth
and twenty-first centuries. Modernism and postmodernism are two notable aesthetic trends
of the period. Modernism refers to the avant-garde styles of the early twentieth century,
whereas postmodernism refers to the post-World War II period of art. Some reviewers still
consider that D. H. Lawrence wrote the best and first contemporary psychological novel.
The modern novel is defined by its open and honest portrayal of sex, love, and
marriage. The modern novel's fascination with sex themes is largely owing to the views of
psychologists such as Sigmund Freud and Havelock Ellis, as well as the frustration,
boredom, and cruelty brought on by two catastrophic world wars. This is evident in the
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lives of Kafka, James Joyce, and Henry James, among others. As defined by American
Psychological Association Psychology is the scientific study of the mind and behaviour.
Human growth, sports, health, clinical, social behaviour, and thinking processes are all part
of psychology, which is a multidimensional subject with numerous sub-fields of study. A
psychological novel is a work of fiction that lays a greater emphasis on interior
characterisation, as well as the reasons, circumstances, and internal activity that arises from
and develops exterior action. The world's first novel, the first modern novel, and the first
psychological fiction is thought to be "The Tale of Genji." In a psychological book, the
characters' sensitive emotions and inner moods are impacted by and, as a result, are
triggered by unexpected stimuli in an expressive interaction. The psychological novel's
storyline is secondary to and depends on the in-depth character analysis. Events may not
be given in chronological sequence, but rather as they appear in the character's
recollections, fancies, idle thoughts, inspections, dreams and visions.
The art of novel writing time back to many years. Life, as we take it now, was
different in the past period. It is estimated that in old time people used to amuse themselves
in different ways. Likewise, authors had high regard in the art of writing novels. However,
in the recent era, I’ve heard that many people are on view that literary parameters, i.e.,
novels written centuries ago are now outdated and left to die in a silent death. People who
are of this view, will say accordingly: I cannot claim that reading novels is a commercially
viable activity, because it is not. However, I‟m of balanced view to consign the ancient
wealth of writing novels that we feel mere amusement. Novels in general deal with the
completeness of life and not its vacuity. So, they are well read. On an average level the
reader fills the gaps in his own existence by borrowing the extracted experiences delineated
what he is perceiving; on an upper level, he finds those experiences an advocate, to places,
to people, to views. Now, novels are based on actual as well as genuinely. A writer with
stipulated experience of life will write limited books, whereas one who has felt pleasure
and pain many points will have more experience, more memories, to draw. These novels
live in today’s world speak to us in many ways, about the present era, and about the
relationship between the past and present, not because they are mere pieces but something
more than this. It is the matter of great surprise that novels written in the 18th or 19th
century, “could speak to us about the present, but such is the affinity of life, human beings
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and human relations (and this is what novels deal with) in the past and the present that what
applied then cannot help but be identifiable even now, often startlingly so”. Genre is a
general kind of literary production (for example, novel, poem/poetry, and play/drama etc.).
The idea of a genre is placed to divide works of literature in distinguishing manner. We
also come to know that novels are acknowledged as a genre of literature. However, there
are a lot of novels of different kinds. Raymond Williams has remarked about genre that it
is almost a literature in itself. Afterwards it has been felt that now there is the need to break
down the novels into sub-genres. The sub-genre will concentrate on psychological realism.
Literature enables us not only to observe the societal beings other than ourselves, but also
peep into their mental universe, to discover their psychological level. In this way we can
extract a phenomenological grasp of experience.
Literature provides us an opportunity to amplify our experience in such a way that
we can exceed our empathic powers, moreover, it is a useful aid for clinical training and
personal growth. Only on the platform of literature, the reader can engage, feeling fully
with the character while been liberated from the clutches of reality. Firstly, we can confront
the facial gesticulations and then we can come to know the meaning layers to layers. The
essential details need to be considered and later on we seek what the author wants to
emphasize. Proust observed that it is only through the literature that we can fully be aware
of all other. Without literature we are not able to lead our life as much it possible. It exerted
its imprint both in horizontal and vertical way so we live through literature more lively and
more thoroughly. Here is the specimen of Alexei Tolstoy, who said: Literature records the
path traversed, it unfolds many ways of history in the wake of the moving masses, whereas
there is another side of it through which we have to discover the major discoveries in the
history of art: the real study of man is through the subject of history. The individual in any
literary work is not just human type, but the focus of all the writers’ quests to be satisfied.
To talk of psychological realism, I must first start from realism and how this term was
understood and applied from the very beginning. With the advancement of Science and
Technology in the 18th century, the focus of the writers shifted on facts and logics.
However, with the arrival of the 18th century stress came to be laid on depiction of human
life with social circumstances. In this regard James speaks of the dialectic of the productive
conflict between observation and creation, between passive and active modes, between
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taking things in (perception) and then, after changing their shape, thrusting them out again
into something new and fresh to say. Some novelists express a preference to depict the
inner or psychological life of the characters, a fiction of sensations and impressions, a
preference for psychological depth rather than of social perception. Here this research
paper will focus on the use and portrayal of psychological realism in novels and it is very
essential to establish the relation between literature & psychology in a well shaped and
beautiful manner.
The uniqueness of each and every individual was recognized separately and
keeping in view this the novel traced the new way of subjectivities. The great
psychoanalytic, Freud’s writings have been subjected to skeptical in recent times, however
his influence on the integration of psychology cannot be ignored. Even today, there is great
regard for him among some of the leading writers of consciousness. The neuroscientist
Gerald Edelman stated that Freud was a great intellectual, particularly his role in behaviour.
It therefore estimated that consciousness had a dimension of great depth as explored by a
number of psychoanalytic. For modern writers, the effort to depths remains closer to
psychological reality. One of the factors in literary fiction was the development of
psychoanalysis, especially in the work of Freud to a great extent while in the works of Jung
to a lesser extent. Freud produced a reliable and managerial account of human nature in
which behaviour was mainly judged.
Some critics and researchers believe that William Shakespeare's Hamlet is possibly
the most important early example of it in melodramatic form. It is also believed that the
first English books had a distinct psychological perspective. From the heroine's point of
view, as well as Laurence Sterne's introspective first-person narrative, Tristram Shandy
(1759-67) declared. Only in the twentieth century did the psychological novel reach its full
potential. Its development paralleled that of psychology and Sigmund Freud's conclusions,
although it was not primarily a result of this. The works of Fyodor Dostoevsky and Leo
Tolstoy are known for their deep insight into psychological issues and underlying drives.
Eliot credits Dostoevsky with looking into the abyss at least as intensely as Freud and his
acolytes did, but coming away with a richer, broader, and, yes, deeper comprehension of
human psychology, more by implication than by express argument. Dostoevsky did so
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precisely because he did not consider such depths to be all-definitive or all-shaping. He
didn't boil down the complicated dynamics of human motivation to a single set of
primordial instincts. Moral ambitions and spiritual longings impacted and moulded human
motives just as powerfully as they influenced and shaped human motivations, as his finest
books revealed. Henry James' meticulous recording of external events' impact on individual
consciousness, Marcel Proust's associative reminiscences, James Joyce and William
Faulkner's stream-of-consciousness approach, and Virginia Woolf's perpetual flow of
experience were all aimed at self-sufficiently. Fyodor Dostoevsky was one of the best
authors of the genre. His works, notably The Brothers Karamazov and Crime and
Punishment, deal effectively with concepts and individuals who symbolise these ideals,
how they play out in real-life situations, and the value of these ideas. So, from the year
1344 until the present, psychology and literature or novel, or to be more precise,
contemporary novel, have been inextricably linked.
The finest contemporary novels, such as James Joyce's Ulysses or Dorothy
Richardson's Pilgrimages, are still tales, but they are stories without an ending, and the
typical modern novel is a narrative without an ending. Despite this, these stories are a
serious art form with an aesthetic coherence that is well-constructed. Novelists such as
Henry James, Joseph Conrad, Virginia Woolf, and others have studied the aesthetics of the
novel and presented their theories. The writers of stream of conscious novel show the
decline of plot is reflected in the writing, and there is a propensity for action to be
discontinuous rather than continuous. They are unconcerned about the neatness with which
a specific task is completed, following it through the curtain's fall. In a nutshell, these books
are like an unfinished sentence.
A few renowned Stream of Consciousness novelists include: Dorothy Richardson,
without a doubt, is the English writer who is the pioneer in this subject and who exhibits
the purest form of stream of consciousness writing. Mrs. Woolf, on the other hand, is a
prominent writer whose timeless creations, Mrs. Dalloway and To the Lighthouse, are
among the others. The internal monologue of Clarissa Dalloway's party, Mrs. Dalloway,
remains an elusive concept in contemporary culture.
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Clarissa characterised the false useless sociological norms and practises in her
stream. He is suicidal. Septir has had no effect on anybody, even Dr. Brads, who pushed
her suicide. The societal catastrophe looms large. This is the case in this novel. Ulysses, by
James Joyce, is a classic in this category.
The novel's protagonist, Leopold Bloom, and his monologue on a single day in a
Dublin slum make up the whole work. Bloom is shown going back and forth, interacting
with many people, mainly his wife and adoring son, Stephen Dedalus. The three thousand
years of European culture's creative and experimental merge into a harmonious whole
inside these twenty-four hours of stream of consciousness. A Portrait, his other work,
basically outlines the stream of consciousness throughout the novel's pages.
Conclusion
Psychology is constantly present in every narrative, with or without the author's
cooperation. If a narrative involves characters, the behaviour of those characters is
included, and psychology is all about human behaviour. As a result, we can readily argue
that psychology is there from the beginning of a long tale or novel. In modern novels,
psychology is constantly present. Novelists such as Proust, James Joyce, Dorothy
Richardson, and Virginia Woolf, influenced by philosophic philosophers such as James,
Freud, Jung, Adler, and Bergson, are preoccupied with subjectivity, inwardness, the
absence of plot and action, and the darkest recesses of human psyche.
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